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Butz quits following 'racist' statements
WASHINGTON (API-President Ford, confident that his experience in the
foreign policy arena gives him an edge, headed for San Francisco yesterday
to debate Jimmy Carter on national defense and international affairs.
The second verbal faceoff between Ford and Carter is scheduled for
tomorrow night in San Francisco's ornate Palace of Fine Arts.
The President headed for the West Coast after accepting the resignation of
Earl L. Butz as secretary of agriculture, calling it "one of the saddest
decisions of my presidency."
BUTZ QUIT UNDER FIRE following the publication of racial slurs against
blacks that were attributed to him in two magazine articles dealing with a
conversation aboard an airplane after the Republican National Convention
last August.
The articles said Butz referred to blacks as "coloreds" and described in

derogatory and vulgar terms what he said were their sexual, dress and
bathroom preferences.
Amid a continuing storm of demands from Democrats, including Carter,
and some Republicans, Butz met with Ford at the White House shortly after
noon, then tearfully announced to reporters he had resigned.
"This is the price I pay for a gross indiscretion in a private conversation,"
he said, but added that by taking the action, "I nope to remove even the appearance of racism as an issue in the Ford campaign. "Butz said the decision
was his own and that he had received no pressure from the White House.
THE PRESIDENT LATER TOLD reporters Butz is a "decent and good
man," and "wise enough and courageous enough to recognize that no single
individual, no matter how distinguished his past public service, should cast a

shadow over the integrity and good will of American government by his
comments."
Carter, en route to San Francisco himelf, said during a stopover in Denver
that Ford was guilty of political expediency and had shown a lack of
leadership in his handling of the "embarrassing and disgusting" affair.
Carter said Ford had waited until he could assess the potential political impact of the Butz affair before getting rid of him.
To prepare for tomorrow's debate. Ford met with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger Sunday to discuss such subjects as detente with the Soviets, the
Mideast and Kissinger's recent mission to further negotiations for establishment of black rule in Southern Africa.
Ford aides expect that Carter, based on his recent statements, plans to
criticize the Helsinki European Security Agreement and other symbols of
detente.

Moody found guilty;
decision stirs crowd
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Paul X Moody was found guilty
Friday of the attempted rape of a
former University student on the
University golf course last spring.
The seven-woman, five-man Jury
delivered the decision at 9:35 p.m. to
a packed courtroom after more than
five hours of deliberation. Defense
Attorney Sheldon S. Wittenberg is
expected to appeal the decision.
When the verdict was read, Moody
appeared calm. Several gallery
members screamed and many
women wept.
At 8:45 pm., the jurors asked
Judge Gale Williamson three
questions to aid them ini determining
the verdict:
-Would you please advise how
much evidence is required to
determine guilt beyond reasonable
doubt;
-Can omission of evidence be
considered in determining guilt
beyond reasonable doubt; and
-Please define guilt beyond
reasonable doubt.
WILLIAMSON answered the
questions from prepared statements
before
the
jury
resumed
deliberations.
Assistant prosecuting attorney
Gary F. Kuns recommended that the
standing $5000 bond not be increased
as Moody had been cooperative
during the trial. He was not held or
sentenced.
Moody's case was referred to the
county probation department for a
pre-sentence investigation.
Sentence for persons found guilty
of attempted rape, a second-degree
felony, is a 2-15 year term.

EARLIER FRIDAY Wittenberg
requested that all evidence collected
and statements made before Moody
was formally arrested be stricken
from the court record because of the
questionable manner in which
University Police handled Moody's
When Williamson denied the
motion, Wittenberg requested a
mistrial. That motion also was
denied.
University Police Officer Wayne A.
Rush testified Friday morning that
he accompanied Officer Charlotte R.
Stamps when she questioned the
victim April 20. He said the victim
had told them she could not recall her
attacker's face.
DURING cross-examination, Rush
said he could not remember all the
details of that interview. Assistant
prosecuting attorney Gary F. Kuns
then asked how Rush could
remember one specific fact when he
could not recall all that happened
that night.
Wittenberg next called Moody to
the stand and the suspect testified
that he was in his apartment at the
time of the attack.
The victim also took the stand
Friday and repeated that she was
positive Moody was her attacker.

Pull, dammit!

By Cyndi Bloom
Staff Reporter

Paul X Moody

Discussion and explanation of
student-oriented problems weie
many but no votes were taken at the
Student Government Association
(SGA) meeting last night
SGA President BUI Burns explained the presence of University
Police in dormitories, sorority and
fraternity houses and as a fall
quarter trial action to protect
students from assault or rape and
protect the University from law suits
charging insufficient protection of
students.
"The University is in a precarious
position because of the lawsuits filed
by students who are assaulted on
campus and blame their universities," he said.

Black Student Union collects money
to handle finances in Moody's defense
By Dennis J. Sadowski
Staff Reporter
The Paul X Moody Defense Fund,
organized last April, has collected
more than $6,000 and the amount is
growing daily, according to Elnor X
Stubbs, director of the department of
finance for the Paul X Moody
Defense Fund.
"It (the money) goes for anything
that is necessary or any costs incurred in the defense of Paul X
Moody," Stubbs said.
Moody was convicted last week for
the attempted rape of a University
student last spring.
"The story (of Moody) has been
spread internationally," Stubbs said,
adding that contributions have come
from as far a way as England.

Participants In the annual Sigma Phi Epsllon mud
. tug found themselves "add-mired" when they
emerged from the pit at Sterling Farm Friday

afternoon under sunny sides. See additional photos
on page 4.

SGA discusses campus security

Weather
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers or thundersbowers
today and tonight, high In the
upper 60s or lower 70s, low near
SO. Mostly cloudy and a little
cooler with a chance of showers
tomorrow, high In the low to mid
60s. Chance of rain 40 per cent
today and 50 per cent tonight

NonfhoM by Mind, MUkgon

STUBBS said when the fund
receives money, no questions are
asked about the contributor because
every dollar will be spent on Moody's
behalf.
"We would like to thank everyone
who has contributed for their support," Stubbs said. People from all
walks of life have contributed to the
fund, she added.
The Black Student Union has been
seeking to raise funds and support for
Moody since his arrest last April.
When asked if she expected to
reach the goal of $10,000, Stubbs said,
"Oh, yes. Even more. We hope It
will come in by next week."
Since April, about 33,500 pieces of
literature and radio broadcasts have
spread the word of the Moody case

around the world, she said in an
earlier statement.
Anyone interested in contributing
to the fund or In helping to raise funds
and support for Moody is asked to
contact Stubbs.

Candidate to speak
Don P. Brown, candidate for the
Ohio Supreme Court, will be on
campus tomorrow to campaign and
meet with students.
A Cleveland lawyer specializing in
corporate law and estate planning,
Brown is a former councilman in the
Cleveland suburbs of Warrensville
Hts and Orange.
He is scheduled to hold a press
conference at 4 p.m. tomorrow In the
Commuter Center meeting room and
will meet with interested persons
afterward.

HURRLS cited the case of a female
Catholic University student who was
raped in her dormitory and settled
out of court with the university for
$20,000.
"However, I have received
assurances from officials that the
University Police are not allowed to
bust students for possession of
marijuana. The only thing they can
do is notify the resident adviser who
will take appropriate action," he
said.
Bums also said if a male student is
found unescorted in a female dormitory by the University Police he is
immediately subject to an $80 fine.
The penalty for females in male
dormitories is the same.
Mark E. Kerns, student
representative to the Board of
Trustees, announced the tentative
date for the opening of the planned
recreation facility.
HE SAID the groundbreaking
ceremony is scheduled for Jan. 3,1977
and completion is set for Aug. 15,1978.
The facility should be open on Sept.
22,1978.
Kerns also said the recreation fee
of $15.85 per quarter will not be added
to students' bills until after the
facility is operating.
The state subsidies of $3,250,000
which the University is counting on to
defray the cost to the student is not a
sure thing, Kerns said.
He said the money cannot be
received from the state until the 197779 biennium and if it is not made
available the University will have to
seek the money elsewhere. Kerns
said the board has not disclosed
where necessary funds would come
from.
THE UNIVERSITY is hoping to get
the state subsidy by using some of the
facilities for educational purposes.
Bob Mehling, SGA senator, announced he is in the process of setting

DIRT DAMAGE

up a meeting with Jerrold L. Clark,
associate director of the University
Food Services, in KreischerQuad for
students who have complaints about
food prices and quality.
Mehling said Clark will present

food budgets and answer questions.
Clark will also be seeking student
input on setting up a buffet in one
section of the cafeteria where a
student can pay a set price and eat as
much as he desires.

Tax burden eased by Ford
signature on revision bill
WASHINGTON (AP (-President Ford signed a wide-ranging tax revision bill
yesterday that eases the tax burden for indiviudals and businesses across
America.
Ford signed the measure at a White House ceremony, saying the legislation
is "sound, positive and long overdue."
Tax cuts included in the law total about $18 billion, but workers should not
look for any more money in their paychecks since these cuts are already in
effect and are simply being extended.
Ford said the measure will "ensure that each taxpayer bears his or her fair
share of the over all tax burden."
But he added that the law is "far from perfect," particularly, he said
because it failed to include his request for deeper cuts in individual taxes. He
said he will continue to work for a "better break for low and middle-income
taxpayers."
FORD SAID he will urge the next Congress to raise the personal exemption
to $1,000 from the present $750.
The bill is more than 1,000 pages long and was two years in the making.
Provisions in the bill affect child care, pensions for housevives, deductions
for work done at home, investment and foreign tax credits and estate taxes,
among other items.
The Ford administration has expressed fears that Middle East peace efforts could be harmed by a section denying certain tax breaks to U.S. companies that participate in international boycotts such as the Arab action
against Israel.
WITHOUT this extension of tax cuts first introduced last year, taxes for a
family of four earning $15,000 would rise $180 a year. A single person earning
$8,000 would pay $182 more and a couple earning $10,000 would face a $204 tax
increase.
Taxes of wealthy individuals will rise under the law primarily because of an
increase in the minimum income tax and new restrictions of the use of "tax
shelters."
But taxes of airlines, railroads, shipping, insurance and some other companies, including those with high pollution control costs, will be reduced by
other provisions.
Most of the tax changes will take effect this year or next, but some will not
be phased in until later. Five years from now the bill will produce a net
federal revenue increase of about $964 million over the present law.

opinion
diminishing library
Question When is a library iota library any more'
Answer: When it is suffering so badly from lack of funds and so
subject to theft and destruction that it can no longer provide the services it.is meant to provide
And that's |ust what is beginning to happen to the University Library
Budget cuts from the state and the University have begun taking their
tolls on the library and swarms of light-fingered students have poured
salt on the wound by ripping off or partially destroying the books and
periodic als that are left in the building.
Trying to find something in the library, as nearly every recent visitor
has noted, is becoming increasingly difficult with references becoming
outdated and some information, scarce.
Those magazines and |ournals which have outlasted the tests of time
and theft are missing key pages, and even chapters in some cases.
Some books listed in the card catalog are not to be found in the floors
above and many are perpetually on loan to students who make a hobby
of hogginR materials to themselves
To save the ailing library, the University must take quick, firm action-and find some money
Any additional funds which the University might stumble upon
should be channeled directly restoring lost services and hours and
refurbishing supplies of books, reading and visual aids materials
Additional stale and federal funds should also be lobbied for by
University administrators
I inr.iry administrators must show a willingness to work hard to bring
the library back to a mark of excellence, including a move to free the
mysterious top two floors for new shelves of books.
Rut perhaps the greatest responsibility for improving library facilities
rest with the students themselves
Student Government Association (SCA) has already started a drive to
make the library more than an oversi/ed study hall
Other students should follow SGA's lead by thinking twice before
ripping oft an entire periodical or even a page Copying facilities are
readily available and inexpensive for reproducing reference information
Students should also take it upon themselves to insure the speedy
returns of all books new and old -so they can be used by others.
The University Library, after all, is used by many people as a
barometer ot the academic atmosphere of a university This University's reputation is being hurt as libraries at other colleges in Ohio and
around the nation c ontinue to surpass it
Some departments of the library, such as University Archives, have
shown that there are many benefits to be reaped from healthy reference
and library facilities Other parts of the library should look with inspiration at the Archives department's example
It is not loo early to begin resurrecting the library It is an essential
part of this Llmversily and < annot be allowed to die.

'judgment is founded on truth...*

the debates needed cosell
WASHINGTON-I keep wracking
my brain trying to think what the
Great Debate between Gerry Ford
and Jimmy Carter could have used,
and the only thing I keep coming up
with is Howard Cosell. Had Howard
been the sole questioner, it's doubtful
that anyone would have called the
confrontation between the two
presidential candidates boring.
This is the way it would have gone
if the League of Women Voters had
had the good sense to turn over the
debate to America's favorite sportscaster:
"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. This is Howard Cosell
speaking to you from ringside at the
Walnut Street Theater in
Philadelphia. We are about to watch
a 90-minute debate between two
mediocre men who, frankly, surprised me by getting the nomination
of their respective parties. I'm
sorry, folks, but I'm telling it like it
it.
"JIMMY CARTER is practically
an unknown politician who squeaked
through the primaries to become the
Democratic Party candidate. He has
little or no experience in government
and is as confused about the issues as
any man this reporter has ever
watched.
"His opponent became President
by accident, and Gerry Ford, if you
want my honest opinion, will never
go down in history with the great

ones.
Even as the incumbent
President of the United States, he
just managed to squeak out a narrow
victory over the former actor and exgovernor of California who, in my
book, was a miscast as "The Gipper'
in a' B' movie titled K mite Rockne.'
"Now, gentlemen, I am going to
ask you some questions and I want
straight answers.
"My first question is to you, Mr.
President. Why did you pardon a
crook who admitted to obstructing
justice while he held the highest
office in the land?"
"WELL, HOWARD, I thought he
had suffered enough. He had been
forced to resign from the highest
office in the land and I believed that
was punishment enough."
"A likely story, Mr. President, but
I just can't buy it. I know for a fact
that Gen. Al Haig came to you and
proposed a pardon for Nixon before
Tricky Dick offered to resign. But
that's neither here nor there. My next

WASHINGTON-One of President
Ford's aides was heard to smirk
recently that,"Catholics are a core

WG 0MIN3D HE MUSTNT WQ\ OP M

Iietters
no guns
Instead of praising the administrator who let the campus
police carry solid bullets instead of
hollow ones, we should be condemning the administration for
hiring armed police at all.
The campus police make the
University a kind of mediumsecurity prison. Students appear to
have freedom of movement and
action, but there are armed guards
all around to remind us where the
amny boundaries of our freedom lie.
Their presence tells the people who
run Bowling Green that slumlords
can continue to gouge us, that our
University services can be cut back,
and that minorities can be hassled on
any pretense without fear of mass
resistance on our part.
Grade school mottoes notwithstanding, the policeman is not
our friend. We have no control over
the police. We cant screen them,
prescribe their duties, hire them, fire
them, budget them, judge them or
punish them. But they have enormous power over us, both physical
and psychotogicaJ-espedally when
they are armed.
And there's sornething else involved : the police cost the University
a lot of money-more than $300,000 a
year. Students need that money. I

suggest that the police be disbanded.
The money used to support this alien
force could then be paid to students
who, working part-time, would
perform the patrol, maintenance
and traffic functions the campus
police currently do. Such a student
force should be unarmed, on foot
instead of in patrol cars, and selected
by and accountable to an
organization representing the entire
student body.
I worked at three colleges during
the turbulent 1960s-when demonstrations and building occupations
were weekly occurrences. None of
those colleges had or needed armed
police. So I am not moved by the
argument that-in these dismally
tepid times-it's only the presence of
police that keeps us from killing and
robbing each other.
I would be pleased to work with any
organization devoted to the humane
end of ushering these six-gun
solutions to an early retirement
I see by the paper that Police Chief
Shaffer has graduated from FBI
school. Doesn't he know that it's lost
its accreditation?
Edward Morris
English Department

placement
When the presidential candidates

"I'm sorry, Governor, we have to
keep moving along and since neither '
one of you has answered the question,
let me ask this of you. Wheredoyou
stand on the FBI and CIA violating
the laws of the land, Mr. President?'

"I didn't leave a mess in Georgia.
When I became governor there were
200 separate bureaus and..."
"Mr. Carter, can we leave
statistics out of this? Just answer the
question yes or no."

"When I came into the White
House, the first thing I did was to
clean outtheFBIandCIAandthe .
recordwuT show that both these
agencies are now doing a superb
job."
"That's your story. Mr. Carter,
what do you have to say to Mr. Ford's
ridiculous response?''
Suddenly the sound goes off as Gov.
Carter starts to speak.

"YES OR no what?"
"I thought as much. You're still as
confused about the issues as when
you started the campaign. All right,
let's go on to something else. Mr.
President, where do you stand on
taxes?"
"I believe the middle-class worker
should get some tax relief, and I have
proposed several bills which the
Democratic Congress has seen fit..."
"Mr. President, may I remind you
we're on the air and no one cares
what disagreements you have with
Congress. Mr. Carter, would you
please answer the question?''
"I BELIEVE that if you read my
tax proposals, you will see I am for
cutting out tax loopholes for the rich
and the large corporations and
helping the little fellow who cannot
avail himself of high-priced lawyers
and accountants who..."

TWENTY-EIGHT minutes later it
is restored. Cosell is speaking.
"Ladies and gentlemen, as you are
aware, we lost the sound for the past
28 minutes which, in my personal
opinion, was a blessing. There
doesn't seem to be any necessity to
continue this discussion because it
certainly wasn't the type of debate
we had been led to believe it would
be. Let's be honest It was a dreary
90 minutes of shadow boxing, the
likes of which I haven't seen since
Muhammad Ali fought Chilblain
Semko in Finland in 1969. I'm sorry
to have to say this, but I have to tell it
like it is."
Copyright 1976, Los Angeles Times.
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playing politics with abortion
Democratic group, but being a strong
Catholic and being a reborn Southern
Baptist may be antithetical."
In the process Ford is getting away
without having to answer any
questions on the subject himself. Has
he really ever thought about this
issue, does he give a damn about it,
or is his anti-abortion stand a tacky
grab for for a bunch of what he thinks
are easy and gullible votes?
THERE are many of us, this writer
included, who are against abortiontint to go past preachingagainst it and
make it illegal is to ask for troubles
we don't need. Under the proposed
constitutional amendment that Ford
favors, every state could decide the
issue for itself.
But if 45 vote to outlaw it and five to
keep it legal, then women from the
rest of the country will come flowing
into the five. Except for low-income
women; they will have to content
themselves with cheap, illegal
abortions of the rusty coat hanger
type.

' W* OUR SOUND ENGINEER - HE':
WO ON

question is to you, Mr. Carter. What
makes you think you have the experience and ability to be President
of the United States after the mess
you perpetrated in Georgia when you
lived in the governor's mansion?"

debate, one topic that will come up
will be the future of our nation's
employment situation. However I
would like to personally thank the
staff of BGSU's placement office for
the excellent help they provide for
the BG graduates who are in search
of job opportunities.
I was one of the lucky graduates
who secured a teaching job this year.
Yet if it wasnt for the outstanding
job that the placement office did of
keeping me informed of where the
openings were at and referring
schools to me, I'd still be looking for a
job.
I guess I was like most of the
students at BG, I never really gave
much thought or attention to the
placement office. Studies and extracurricular activities at Howard's
preoccupied most of my time. But
the day after graduation, when all
the partying is over, the placement
office becomes all important.
So to all the undergrads &
postgrads, & especially this year's
seniors, take it from a veteran (June
76 grad) you have the best placement
office in Ohio and maybe the best in
the nation. BGSU is really a great
university in more ways than one.
Richard L. Parrish
300 Washington No. 305-D
Elyria

THE ONLY kind of amendment
that might arguably end the practice
of abortion would have to envision
Congress outlawing it nationally. A
sort of sexual Volstead Act Crank up
Eliot Ness again, but instead of
crashing in on the bootleggers it
would be in on the backroom
gynecologists, (losing down illegal
abortions should be unspeakable fun
in a nation that cannot find enough
honest and effective policemen to
stop the heroin trade.
Or does Mr. Ford believe that
unwanted pregnancies will cease as
soon as he and the pompous political
pimples who make the laws decree
that we're going back to the old
system of making the girl pay for her
mistakes? Perhaps those Ford
children should quit campaigning for
Dad, come home and lay out the
birds and beeswax for him.
Besides having hospital ships
anchored just outside the three-mile
limit performing abortions on
passengers brought aboard from the
mainland by nocturnal power boats,
other legal questions present
themselves for Mr. Ford to answer.
If he's going to go along with the
^legalization of abortions, who are
the criminal penalties to be aimed
at? The doctors alone? In 1976 you
can't get away with that.
If it is illegal for doctors to perform
this precodure, it will have to be
illegal for women to solicit and pay to
have this crminal act performed on
their bodies. The analogy bet wen the
prostitute and her customer is clear.
If you're going to put doctors in jail
for performing abortions, you're
going to have to put the women in the
next cell or let Jerry Ford explain
why not
THE
CONCLUSION
is
unavoidable, But Ford has never
thought about any of these questions
or he couldn't take the position he's

deserve. None. Until that happens
and until Betty withdraws into
silence or agrees with her husband, it
must be assumed that she is.
knowingly or unknowingly, being
used by her husband's political
managers to allow him to work both
sides of the street.

Nicholas
von Hoffman

taken. Why else is Betty Ford
allowed to zip about giving the impression she disagrees with her
husband? Does she disagree with her
husband about NATO or detente or
the sale of munitions? If she does,
she jolly well keeps her opinions to
herself.
She is allowed to sound off on
feminine topics because it is a new
way for a candidate to talk out of both
sides of his mouth. You have your
wife disagree with you. You cant do
it on an issue that you consider important, but you can with abortion
because after the election Ford is
going to let the Pro-Life people go
whistle at the dead fetuses outside
the pathology labs.
Betty Ford is a popular woman.
She has been above criticism, but in
no campaign before have the candidates-both candidates-used their
families as shamelessly as they have
in this one. Amy Carter ought to be
sent back to the kindergarten, and
the Ford kids' political opinions
should be accorded the weight they

OR.WE can give the Fords the
benefit of the doubt and say they
have not meant to find a new way to
fool the electorate. Then we're left
with the same old Jerry whom they
have to dress in suits with a vest and
pose next to the Great Seal of the
Republic to remind people he's
something more than America's pet
rock. We're left with the Jerry who
can forgive Clarence Kelley for petty
pilferage because the man's wife was
dying, but who is evidently willing to
put pregnant women in jail if they try
to get an illegal abortion.
Even if he hasnt thought it out that
far he has shown himself indifferent
to the wreckage an unwanted
pregnancy brings down on the people
concerned. At the same time Jerry
Ford is probably the kind of guy
who'd help a fellow lodge member or
golfing partner find an ilegal abortion for their daughters. The compassion which he accuses Reverend
Born Again of lacking exists in Jerry
Ford only for the people he knows,
only for the members of his country
club. It's a fine trait in an insurance
salesman.
■
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Day in Review
From Associated Press Reports
THE SUPREME COURT yesterday
cleared the way for the resumption of
executions for murder and agreed to
decide whether the death penalty is
constitutional for rape.
The justices refused to reconsider
their decision of last July 2 upholding
the death penalty laws of Florida,
Georgia and Texas, and ruling that in
general the death penalty is not a
constitutionally prohibited punishment
for murderers.
In the same order, they set aside a
stay issued July 22 by Justice Lewis F.
Powell Jr., which had held up
executions while the request for
reconsideration was being weighed.
In a separate action, the court agreed
to hear an appeal by a Georgia rapist in
an effort to settle a question which it left
undecided in its July 2 opinion: is the
death penalty an unconstitutionally
cruel and unusual punishment for a rape
in which no human life is taken?
In New York, a spokesman for the
Legal Defense Fund said the fund would
bring new legal actions in lower federal
courts in an effort to prevent executions
in the Georgia, Florida and Texas cases.
There are 79 prisoners on death row in
Florida, 48 in Texas and more than SO in
Georgia
THE SECOND FORD-CARTER
debate may crystalize defense policy
differences which are now vague on
certain key issues.
Democratic presidential candidate
Jimmy Carter has disagreed with
President Ford on defense budget
cutting, the Bl bomber, deployment of
VS. forces in South Korea, foreign arms
sales and the state of the military
reserves.
But Carter has spoken in largely
general terms on a number of the issues,
and in some cases his positions do not
appear very far apart from Ford's.
Carter has not yet spelled out what he
would do differently than Ford to
maintain a "rough equivalency" he uses
Ford's term with the Soviet Union in
military power.
Carter also has yet to offer any
proposals to change basic U.S. nuclear
weapons strategy. However, he has
hinted at reservations about Ford's
policy which contemplates possible
limited strikes at selected militaryrelated targets in Russia in event of an
attack on Western Europe.

SEN. HUBERT H HUMPHREY (DMinn) plans to enter a New York City
Hospital "for probable major surgery to
correct a bladder condition," his
physician said yesterday.
Dr. W. Dabney Jarman said in a
statement that Humphrey was to enter
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Hospital
later Monday for treatment of a bladder
tumor condition previously described as
a borderline form of cancer.
"Since his last, checkup in September,
which revealed a changing character of
a bladder tumor, Senator Humphrey
has undergone a series of tests at
Bethesda Naval Hospital which confirmed the necessity of this operation,
Jarman said.
"Indications are that surgery will be
performed later this week."

A LONE GUNMAN assassinated a
member of King Juan Carlos' advisory
council yesterday as the official was
being driven home to lunch in San
Sebastian, Spain, police said His driver
and a police escort were also killed.
Police said a young man stepped
suddenly from a doorway on San
Sebastian's main street and opened up
with machine gun fire as the automobile
of council member Juan Maria de
Araluce y Villar and a trailing police car
passed by.
Araluce, who was president of the
surrounding province of Guipuzcoa, as
well as a member of the ultraconservative Council of the Realm, died
almost instantly, police said The
assassin jumped into a white car and
sped off.
King Juan Carlos was in Madrid at the
time of the attack, the most serious
political assassination since Basque
separatists killed Premier Luis Carrero
Blanco in 1973.
Police sources later confirmed
Araluce had received death threats
from Basque separatists.

CHINESE PREMIER Hua Kuo-feng
Is said to have told former UJS.
Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger
that was between the United States and
the Soviet Union is Inevitable. Time
Magazine also says in this week's issue
that Schlesinger, a critic of detente,
disagreed with Hua.

Schlesinger recently completed a
three-week tour of China.
The magazine says the Chinese also
expect a "people's war" that would pit
millions of Chinese guerrillas against
Soviet armor.
Time says Chinese leaders took pains
to express to Schlesinger their scorn of
VS. Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger. They denounced detente as
"appeasement" caused by a "Munich
mentality," Time said, and Foreign
Minister Chiao Kuan-hua cited a
Russian proverb: "When you dance
with a bear, keen vour axe handy."

INDIRA GHANDL prime minister of
India locked in an escalating battle with
India's largest newspaper chain, sent
armed police to the Indian Express
offices in New Delhi yesterday and
padlocked its presses.
The padlocking came just two days
after the Express got its electricity
restored by court order after a two-day
blackout which the Express charged
was part of a government campaign
against one of India's last independent
voices.
Locking up the presses with a padlock
and red sealing wax, officials of the
federally controlled Delhi Municipal
Corp. told the Express management the
action was prompted by a property tax
debt of some $100,000, officials of the
paper said.
\
Indian
Express
officials
acknowledged a long dispute over
property tax assessment, but claimed
the unprecedented way of handling the
tax matter was another salvo in the
government's 16-month attempt to force
the management to take a more enthusiastic editorial line toward Ghandi's
policies.

HELMUT
SCHMIDT,
Social
Democrat chancellor of West Germany,
faced a second term in office with a
drastically reduced majority yesterday
as the outcome of the federal elections
appeared to confirm a steady rise of a
conservative tide in West Germany.
Such a tide has been showing in state
and local elections of the past four
years, and European analysts were
closely
watching
Sunday's
parliamentary elections for any indication that Germany would follow
Sweden in turning out the socialist.
Schmidt, a 57-year-old economist
whose coalition government dropped
from the 46-seat margin to eight as a
result of the elections, had counted on
being rewarded by the voters for
bringing the country safely through the
worldwide recession.
But four per cent inflation and
unemployment is still too high for
people haunted by the 1920s and the
ensuing depression that hastened
Hitler's rise.

Federal grant expected by council

Street improvements planned
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
The ward two improvement project will
begin "momentarily," or
at least when three
problems causing the
delay
are
settled.
Municipal Administrator
Wesley K. Hoffman said at
last night's City Council
meeting.
Perhaps the biggest
delay occured because city
officials have not yet
received a $200,000-plus
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) grant
to partially finance storm
sewers in the ward, he
said.
"We'll
find
out

momentarily," he said We
should have found out
about it (the grant) in midSeptember, so we should
hear between now and the
end of the year."
HOFFMAN explained
the city had applied for the
HUD grant previously and
had been denied funds. He
said the reason for the
refusal was that the city's
request was not detailed
enough.
"We corrected all the
discrepancies," he said.
"And we think it'll go
through We're all ready to
begin advertising (for bids
from construction flrm-

! )."

Officials also are
working to obtain right of
way privileges with St.

THE OHIO ENVIRONMENTAL
Protection Agency (EPA) yesterday
ordered the City of Columbus to end the
dumping of raw sewage into the Scioto
River, despite a municipal workers'
strike that shu ': z. r f - treatment plant.
But despite the threat of a $K),000-perday fine for noncompliance with an EPA
order, city Service Director Robert
Parkinson said he has no way of geting
city workers back into the plant.
Parkinson estinv'ud he would need 30
to 40 workers to operate the plant and
the only way to get them is by court
order.
"There is no feasible way to open it,"
he said. "I guess we'll just have to take
the $10,000 fine."
Ohio EPA Director Ned E. Williams
told city officials to take whatever
action is necessary to reopen the
Jackson Pike sewage treatment plant,
which has been closed since Friday.

The counts will be
compared to those taken
four or five years ago to
determine if traffic flow
along East Wooster Street
is increasing, he said
"We want to find out
what the trend is, and
what's it going to be five
years from now, because it
doesn't really matter what
it is now."
Hoffman reported to
council that the street
resurfacing project is
almost completed He said
Main and West Wooster
Streets are already
finished and the project
has moved to residential
streets in the four wards.
Street painting should
begin within two weeks,
Hoffman said.

Center's services more than expected
By Michelle McCiure
Individual counseling,
life planning and group
counseling are a few of the
services offered by the
Personal Development and
life Planning Center (PDLPC).
Dr. Roman G. Carek,
director of PD-LPC, said
he wants to erase the false
images that, "all we do
here (at PD-LPC) is
advising or vocational
counseling."
"Our major way of
looking at ourself is fitting
in with the whole

educational process.
Counseling can help them
(faculty,
staff
and
students) learn something
about themselves," he
said
Dr. Joseph S. I -ombardi.
coordinator of Outreach
consultation at PD-LPC
said, "if they (the
students) don't team to
deal with emotions, they
won't be able to deal with
professors."
EACH DORM will have a
counselor who will be
available to help any
problems, I .ombardi said.

Counseling services are
offered to all student
groups trying to organize,
set goals or deal with
conflicts, Carek said.
Between
500-600
students, faculty and staff
members have contacted
PD-LPC this quarter.
Fraternities,
sororities,
cheerleaders and ambjuance drivers have attended workshops and
training centers, Lombardi
said
Several group counseling
sessions are being offered

to all members of the
campus community.
AREAS OF focus in
these groups include selfassertion skills, friendship
initiating skills, career-life
planning for women, an
experiment in eating
awareness and study
skills.

There are also two new
graduate interns working
in the center. Barbara J.
Murphy is working on her
masters
degree
in
rehabilitation counseling
and Terrie A. Buczek is a
fourth year graudate
student working on her
masters in programming
clinical psychology.

Dr. Marc R. King will
coordinate all of the group
areas.
Dr. Betty M. Duson will
coordinate individual
counseling and advise
women.

For more information
call PDLPC at 372-2081 or
meet with one of the 12
trained counselors. Hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m
Monday through Friday at
320 Student Services Bldg.

Federal government is prof's employer
By Cindy Leise
Staff Reporter
The federal government
is not all big. bad and ugly
and its employes don't all
sport white trenchcoats
and work in Chile, according to a University
professor.
Martha C. Eckman,
assistant English professor
on temporary assignment
with the Department of
Agriculture and Forestry
in Washington DC. said
sometimes the government
seems almost "human."
"They're just like home
folk," Eckman explained

"There's people here (at
the
Department
of
Agriculture and Forestry)
from all over the country.
I just love it."
ECKMAN said that
working in Washington is
nothing like teaching at the
University.
For
one
thing,
Washington's social life is
quite different from
Bowling Green's assortment of movies, football
games
and
poetry
readings.
But "We're (Eckman
and her husband) no

CORRECTION

A K-YEAR-OLD Detroit girl has
learned that a holdup note with spelling
errors does not lead to a successful
robbery.
Police said the girl walked into a bar
on the West Side during the weekend
and presented a hand-written note to the
bar owner. It read: "Give me all the
money in the chash raster or I'll kill you.
If you call the ploicc, I'll kill you for
sure."
The owner told police he didn't see
that she had any weapon, so he turned
away and called police. When officers
arrived, she was still standing at the
bar, waiting for the loot.
Police arrested her on a charge of
attempted armed robbery and later
found and 8Vinch butcher knife in her
clothing.

Mark's Lutheran Church, discuss the proposed
315 S. College Dr., Hoffman project.
said, adding that this
"WE HOPE to get
matter will be settled soon. enough people to come so
This will allow the city to we can get community
improve South College input into this matter,"
Drive.
Hoffman said. "We want to
The project is still provide a forum so we can
pending approval of Bond make some intelligent
Counsel, a Cleveland law decisions."
firm that must okay the
Community leaders and
city's legal procedures and opinion makers will be
financial qualifications invited to the meeting, he
before bonds can be sold to said stressing that the
finance the project.
public is encouraged to
The proposed plan to attend.
widen East Wooster Street
Traffic counts are being
was another topic of taken this week at three
discussion at the meeting.
major intersections along
Hoffman said an open East Wooster Street,
meeting will be held at 7:30 Hoffman said. They are at
p.m., Oct. 19 in the Manville Avenue, South
Veteran's Memorial College Drive and Mercer
Building in City Park to Street.

members of the jet set,"
she said
Her job, editing detailed
government publications is
light years away from
lecturing students, she
said
Eckman said she wanted
to work in a specialty
government field for
years.
When a friend
recommended
the
Department of Agriculture
and Forestry as a potential
employer, she wrote them
a letter and, after months
of red tape, was hired

HER HUSBAND Fred
professor of English here,
is utilizing Washington's
libraries for research
Although Eckman said
she is enjoying her job, she
added she misses the
students. The job lasts
only through the quarter
and her classes will
resume in winter and
spring, she said.

Forestry. The workshop
will be held on a wooded
estate in Pennsylvania,
Eckman said
"It's a big beautiful
place," she said. "I heard
skiing is big there."

In addition to her editing
work,
Eckman
is
organizing the National
Publications Workshop for
the
Department of

JTLs. &vffi Presents...

BRUCE JENNER
will appear
8 p.m. Oct. 20th
in the
GRAND BALLROOM

NOTOCT.21»t

as appeared in the
ELECTRIC BLANKET
ADMISSION IS FREE
ANOTHER
UAO PRESENTATION

ATTENTION
Seniors ft Graduate Students
Fulbright-Hays Grants
for Graduate Study Abroad

CAMPUS DEADLINE:
Oct. 15,1976
Students anticipating the need for graduate study
abroad during the 1977-78 Academic Year may be
eligible to receive assistance in the form of a
Fulbright-Hays Scholarship Grant. Over 500
positions are available in 45 countries world-wide.
Only a few weeks remain in which applications may
be completed for the 1977-78 program year.
To determine your eligibility and for assistance in
making application, contact Mr. Jim Brown,
Coordinator for Student Programs in the Research
Services Office of the Graduate College. (Tel:
372—2481).

'fie&oto/er SUIT
(1st block W. of McDonald
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Giving ittheol'
*heave-ho'

L &•'■'■-

The annual Sigma Phi Epsilon mud tug drew a crowd of
about 1500 sorority women and fraternity men to Sterling
Farm Friday afternoon. Representatives of 11 sororities
and 20 fraternities participated in the Greek event.
Gamma Phi Beta earned the sorority division title while
Delta Tau Delta won the top fraternity honor after
dragging their opponents Into a large mud pit. The six
female winners then tugged against three of the male
team members and succeeded in drenching them to hold
the title of 'Quagmire Queens'.
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JOIN THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION
APPLICATION ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR VOLUNTEER POSITIONS WITH SCU.

SPECIAL PROJECTS

| working on surveys about food

CONSUMER INFORMATION pm ***» «*H "*
otherareas o('interest
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING:

***** off-campus

housing Hies, information nights,
and handling complaints
COMPLAINTS:

Newsphotos by Mindy Milligan

GREENVIEW APIS.
NOW RENTING

1H3SNKS
m
WILLIAM$BURG,VA.
Nov 24-28; M32

'75 deposit due by Oct 7th

CHRISTMAS

|OPEN DAILY 12-6, EXCEPT SUN
6,9,12 MONTH LEASES
2H lapoleon RrL

352-U9S

COMPLETE LINE OF KITCHENWARE
IMPORTED TEAS, HERBS, <S SPICES
:•>

investigating and handling complaints and
providing information on consumer rights

|l

in

ARUBA (SO. CARIBBEAN)
Dec 11-18;'309

SECRETARIAL:

PR:

typing, filing, answering phones,
and other office procedures

publicity for SCU

NEW YEARS EVE
TIMES SQUAREm

133W.Wooster
M..T..W., R., Sat. 10-6 Fri. 10-8

SKI UTAH
Park City, ALTA, Snowbird
Leave B.G. Dec. 10th, Return 19th
6 days & nights of skiing

TltTs* fill out the term oeloweni return it to iOSCStudent Services Bllj~~

Name

7 nights lodging & more!

Address
Phone

$

'100 deposit due by Oet 27th

INFO MEETING
Wed. Oct. 6th
7:30115Ed.Bldg.
-MOVIE-

m

Major _

HA1W WEIU VBAR

Dec29-Jm2;«105

Area of Interest
Available Time
W*+f*+*+++++*+*+++++++MW++**++++*+**+++++++++++++++*+++++*+*+++++++*++fi+*t*/

<S0 deptsit due by Nov 30

STOPATTHEUAO
OFFICE FOR MORE
DETAILS

nmn

UflU

<5TiS
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South Side Six
737 S. Main

Lomrrbmiap

428 E. Wooster
Ph. 353-1045

8 Pack 12 oz Cans
Of Coke
$
Reg. 1.99 For$ 1.49
Bowling Green [H at Toledo

ATTENTION
FRATERNITIES!!

Inquire About Quantity Orders
For Homecoming Mums!
Ohio University [__] at Central Michigan

GROSS

352-8160

Bowling Green's
headquarters for
cameras, accessories,
and dark room supplies
Western Michigan [_] at Kent Stote [1

ti|e dott}es Uee

1616E.
Wooster

Hunhngron
Banks
"We're Never Satisfied Until You Are"

352-5221

Three Offices in Bowling
Green Also Perrysburg and
North Baltimore
Stanford H at UCLA fl

THE PIZZA PEOPLE
OFB.G.S.U
Ohio State [_} at Iowa [_J

NOW
OPEN
HiM lltndid md
Hut PKM

• tOcomoj i. loSlrodo oik.,

PIPE REPAIRS
IMPORTED CIGARS *
IMPORTED md DOMESTIC CIGARETTES
ACCESSORIES

Open
10-6 MF

HETTIES TOBACCO
352-5753

Sot 10-2

SHOP

Nebraska Qi at Colorado [j

Texas [_] at Oklahoma [_

■

I®

THE PATINA OF PEWTER
I .i v»ootr>-nt-Mo* 10*1 MJ 101 '"ShtO
ou* or-The u" t' i *-•■
ii. I (ii not
"-.-, IN- . • nmg«Mfeoni r .

?25 N. Main

Southern Methodist £] at Baylor Q

1470 EAST WOOSTER ST.
Oregon £] at California Q

niki s booter
Now Featuring BASS
STADIUM
PLAZA
CENTER

525 H. Main

Texas Tech [J at Texas A&M [

SOUND ASSOCIATES
the place to buy stereo

• GUARANTEED PRICE POLICY
•COMPLETE SERVICE
• WIDEST COMPONENT SELECTION
• EVALUATION PROGRAM
• EXTENDED WARRANTY
• FINANCING AVAILABLE

t48 South Main

352-3595

OPE N 10 • • W.iMiys 10 - S JO S»l»rd»»

Penn Q] at Brown Q]

BEN1FRANKLIN

"Be A Winner With Bucilla"
Stitchery

Kansas IH at Oklahoma St Q]

154 Main St.
Shop: Mon, Thurs, Fri 9-9 p.m.
Tues, Wed, Sat 9-5:30 p.m. Sun 12-5
Tulane □ at Syracuse F

ND

Place

ORD

pi

ace

featuring German, Italian,
and American foods.
Banquet Room
/» .
•!•..
Phone
t
r
Catering Facilities 353 0512
Cocktail Lounge
Navy 1 j at Air Force [

'/i block from campus 500 E. Wooster
"by the tracks"
Hours 9-9 Mon.-Fri.
11:30-5 Sun. 9-7 Sat.

Michigan State [_i at Michigan I

HEALTH FOOD
Special Sale!
Vitamin E
and

Ball State Q] at Illinois State [j

Dinos Pizza Pub ^fc
Your Hosts

on any live or artificial
plant and accessories.
Good thru Sun, Oct. 10

2

Pick The Score
Chimgn
nt Minnesota

352-1693

352-3148

Tom & Josie Jettire

20% discount

Bill Carfrey
451 ThurstinB.G.

Place

Let us fill your perscriptions
from home...
Your drug headquarters in B.G.

OPEN A STUDENT
CHARGE ACCOUNT!
Auburn Q at Memphis State f"

Mark Przywara
129 W. Reed St.
B.G.

ST

Where Today's Hobbies
are Tomorrow's Heirlooms
109 S. Main

charge within the same day
Florida State Q at Boston College [H

I

Dorsey's Rexall Drugs

129 S. Main

100's
Puffies
Weejuns
TR 200's

Tom Smith
178 Rodgers B.G.

The French Knot

'or men and women
BASS
BASS
BASS
BASS

CONGRATULATIONS!
Last Weeks Football
Contest Winners Are:

117 N. Main St.

LASALLE*S

, I I IJI ■ .1 I 11 s llMllMi.U In) IIII'M .111(1 MIHIII II ■

ADDRESS
CITY. ST ATI
itRM
DELIVERTOBC MUSlKIKT KMiNIVlRSITYHMl
Prize oi $15 s io <md $r> gift certifii ates will be given to the lop
three persons respectively x-lerting the most winners from thr 22
c oHegp inm-, listed .lbovr in case <>t a ii<' ttv person selecting
closet points to the *tinl outcome of :1K- designated
professional game is determined the winner Mark an v mthr
souare opposite the teamvou believe will win it.iK.mif (-raisin d
in' and you select um-ot the teams as a winner ii will mint as a
loss m your total However, if v«i (t-.mn.it.' ,i tie and the gan»winsin.itHv it will count in voui' win' rolunii Eachcontestenl
is perrptttxl onl\ one ontn, intr, tomb repi«liiml .It,
tronii.iliv ,»,. ixx diuixdblc lUlots will be tabulated K
members d tin- Kappa NWTU Fraternity All decisions ol the
NJdBes ate final All entries nutbeintheBGNewsOffia b\
ii m oi the I riday preceding the games Ibis a ,, i„v contest
opmto.il I HTM ms except employes ol the participating -\xnr* «s
members oi the K.XXXI SIWIV I rattTnitv and th.- B<, N^V. cm
ployes

THE ALPINE VILLAGE
RESTAURANT

All Your Required
Books & Supplies
1424 E. Wooster
Across from Harshman

McDonald's
KLEVERS JEWELERS

Illinois! 1 at Minnesota | 1

Bee Gee
Bookstore

TOBACCOS

141 W. Wooster

IN THE MINI MALL
188 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN

*

Vitamin C

D. J. Shops
115 WEST MERRY STREET
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Telephone 352-9157 (419)
Army Q at Penn State Q]

XPenney

532 East Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

136 S. Main

352-3551

Shop Mon., Thurs.,

FREE DELIVERY
call for special party ratesappointment only
Colorado State □ at Utah State □

Fri. till 9 p.m.
Catalog
352-1555
Alabama [J at Southern Mississippi [_
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Cooper and Dodge provide free music
for crowd in Main St. mini-mall concert
Review by
Lee Landenberger

Dodge on acoustic and
electric guitars, backed by
newly acquired bassist
A very receptive crowd Ricky Gates, played for
in the light of a fall sunset nearly two and one half
responded warmly to hours. The only thing that
Cooper and Dodge's final stopped them was the sun
Bowling Green appearance setting over the tops of the
of the season last Thur- trees that line Church
sday. The free outdoor Street
show was sponsored by the
new mini-mall on Main
Enthusiastic about their
Street and was held in the music, Cooper and Dodge
grassy area in front of the have the ability to transfer
shops.
that enthusiasm to their
audience. According to
Dodge, the group loves to

play outdoors and the minimall was an ideal place for
their last local gig.
THE TWO guitarists
consider themselves
"pretty much writers" and
play mostly their own
compositions. To some
groups of their stature this
could be a hindrance to
their audience reception,
but the enthusiasm level
was so high that no one
really cared.
Their tunes range from

good-time Country and
Western to the blues and
some folk. Their vocals
blend nicely and the guitar
playing is nowhere near
shabby.

Interspersed with their
own compositions were a
George Harrison-Rari
Shankar tune, Gram
Parson's "No, You Cant
Take That Away Pram
Me" and a get-ujHuidboogie version of "You Got
Me Singing the Blues."

Other than pesky
autumn insects, the only
distraction was that Gates'
bass seemed to occasionally bloom out of the
amps and overpower the
rhythms. I attributed this
to an error at the sound
board and not reflective of
his playing.

'
,
'

The fine performance by
Cooper and Dodge was an .
excellent start for what
could be a series of free.
shows in the mall area.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Young Brink*
Vaudeville turoe
Typealie
"TheRamay»n»." for
aramnle
16 Japanese ship
18 Twang?
17 Greek letter
1
8
9
14

18 Countarfaiters'

19
10
22
24
26
28
81

Boxing crown
Apotheosis*
Walnacot plan
Sindbad's bird
Clank of 1667
Lanka
Comet •train

32 Academic ball

S3 Tend to one
point
36 Slangy affirmative
38 Sacred book
39 Turner
42 Hourl'a couetn
43 Aromatic
44 Beaidea
47 Latter: Abbr.
48 In medial—
49 Famous Missouri
town
63 "Apraa
la
deluge"
64 Turgeoev heroine
66 Shoelace tip
69 Lope

61 Teuton
63 Korean river

84 Icy
66 Employe

wmm

P^*Jlf| II

66 Kneebeod, in
ballet
67 "It was
the
village clock..."
68 Spaniah muraliat
89 Buffet
DOWN

1 Youth goddess
2 Summit
3 Girl of song
4 Overprice, as
tickets
6 Office: Ger

6 1976 event
7 Lever device
8 Orthodox Moslem
9 Horn
10 Marry: Fr
11 Instrument for
etargmiara
12 Legendary man
of brass
13 Prefer(tol
21 Vegetable, old
style
23 Medium's gift
26

27
28
29
30
34
36
37
39
40
41
43

avis

True blue
WW II title
Characteruation
Beyond belief
Fabric
Top-notch
Certain cards:
Abbr.
Type of firearm
Bakter's father
Scarpla'a elayer
Rudolph characteristic

46 Prompt
48 Lamprey

49 Adult insect
60 Nam*: Let.

61 Ethiopian title
62 "I am dying,
. dying."
66 French compoear
67 Ancient Greek
dty
68 One of seven:
Abbr.

60 Women's
62 Presidential
initials
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Classifieds

8 16-oz. Bottles

CAMr^JS CALENDAR

Applications are now being
taken for the CULTURAL
Tuesday. Cctober 5.197b
BOOST COMMITTEE Anyone
interested can pick up apActive Christians Today plications in 405 Student
Fellovship Meeting, Cctrrrons Service Bldg
M3&3XttXi Northeast at 700pm tonight
Open to all.
WANTED

iW, 88*

HAIR REPAIR

Mt,N--tVrtWr,N

KIDLS

'

jots ON SHirsi
American. Foreign. No
xperience
required,
ixcellent pay Worldwide
ravel.
Summer job oi
career. Send $3.00 (or
nlormation.
SEAFAX
3ept J-IO. Box 2049
?ort Angeles, Washingtot
)M62

'

everyday at 8 am Will share
expenses 352-5436.

SERVICES OFFERED
Need your apartment cleaned?
352^*09.
Interested in voice lessons?
Contact Charlene Harris, 3720177 or 1-693-1034

Fantastic Glided Fantasy Tours
RESEARCH on
cassette. Creative exThousands of Topics
Send tor your up-to-date, 160'
pegs, mail ordei ceielog. Enclow
$1 00 to cover poitege end
hendlng.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC,
11322 IDAHO AVE.,1 206
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90025
(213) 4774474
Our research papers ere told for
rseaerih purposes only.

cursions
through
your
imagination Send $5 ill to:
Larry Koenig 603 W 27th St
Apt. I. Kearney, Neb
The "Super Sound" at the allcarrpus party is now booking
for all quarters. 3 systems-all
occasions ROOKIE. 352-2294
New hrs. Mon thru Fri 6-9.
Sat 1-5 Huffs used Furniture
Rudolph, Ohio
HELP WANTED

«4>

«0

ARTIST WANTED WFAL
RADIO 413 SOUTH HALL SEE
TJONNA
Drivers with own car DNOS
Pizza Pub
Dependable babysitter for 3
children afternoons in our
home own transp 352-3835.

Q
lose of manufacture* If you eww not MHiSnattl. kroc»*f will replace your Hem
wttti ttsa umt brand or ■ comperebl. txarxl or i efursd your monav
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WE
HAVE
SOMETHINC
GREAT FOR YOU TO DO!
Worthwhile work! Interesting!
Full or part-time Excellent
earnings! Interested? Write
UNIVERSAL
FRIENDSHIP
SOCIETY. INC., Perghouse 3.
3000 East Sunrise Blvd.. Fort
Lauderdale, Florida 33304.

Student Hockey Season ticket
Call Bud 2-4548

Fall
Eugene McCarthy for
President Campaign Tuesday,
Oct 5. 7.30 pm rJjverRoom.
Union A short film will be
shown.

lens, Vivitar 85-205-f3 8, 2X
Converter. 5-image pnsm M7,
Flash & Grip, filters & shade,
whole set in Aluminum case *
J350

'

r-v

Garage Space for storage of
6 mo. kitten needs good home
motorcycle
will
pay
Call eves 352-3727 or 352reasonable rates Call Steve 2- '
4916
3341

Alpha Gams sure do love their
72 Gran Torino Sport. Tajse
baby squirrels!
0VW payment 352-8333 before >
I F Rmt to sub! apt Winter
5_»
,
Qtr Call 352-1605 after 6
BEER BLAST! Thursday. Oct 7
QxtynonsNE 900-100
Oant 40 family trash i'
I F. Rmt. to subl wtr $70-mo
fum. 352<>4B5
Congratulations lenny on your treasure sale at Wood County ••'
engagernent to Elave last Fair ground 10 a m-6 p m >
Thur, Fri Oct 7th&8th Corrie ,
F rmmte -Ridge Manor Apt
spring. Best Wishes for your
util pd, no deposit Call 352- coming wedding! Love the early and get goods
1817 ovvnbdrm
GamridPhis
71' Triumph Spitfire, 33 mpg; 2 ,
Wanted immed IF. rmrrte to
tops; rebuilt engine: below
ACHOiaFORACHANCE
book cost; Call Findlay 42% *
share apt close to campus.
Organizational meeting tor
3711
■; '
$72-mo 352-1349
Fall
Eugene McCarthy for
,. i
President campaign. Tuesday,
PEFSONALS
Lenco L78 turntable IVi yrs:,
Oct 5, 730 pm River Room.
ok) New cartridge manual or
Lkiion. A short film will be
auto. $110 352-4131
Chanty Plant Sale Today and shown
Tomorrow in the Union Foyer
Lots of Varieties.
71' Rebel Mobile Home. 12x30. v
FOR SALE
fum. with storage shed at
Congrats DCs on your spirit!
1959
TRIUMPH
TR3 Maurer Trailer Court Call 352-'
Thanx 4 putting up w-my rrud
5365 after 3 p.m.
i
(RESTORABLE) 1970 VW
& "Pulling Thru" at the Tug.
(NEEDS A LITTLE ENGINE
LitBleanne
Dodge Maxivarr-FotlV'
WORK) 1971 MONTE CARLO TX
(LOADED), 1972 FORDCRAND customized $2000 or offer hi '
Rush Tonight! 7-9:30 at the
352-4737
■* I
TORINO (with Starsky and
_
mi
ALPHA TAU OMEGA House
Hutch Stripe). TAKE YOUR
All men welcome.
2 Spaulding World Open
PICK, CALL 352-3371
Tennis Rackets $30 a piece\:'
.DELTS: you pulled a good one!
372-1195.
\
Congratulations on the Mud 73' Chevy van 350 V-8 Stan'
^,Tug victory and one heck of a dard, power-steering, disc, 691 Monarch Classic 60*12'
brakes 669-5405 or 435-1679.
party Love, The Lil Sisses.
Mobile Home on country Lp>.:x'
Oose to B.C. $3000 or best r
Congrats Deb on your OSU New 1940 Harley 45 Redone, offer. Call 669-2272 or 3»,
S800Needs 2720 after 5 p.m.
Sigma Nu Lavalier. Way to go. serri-chopped.
clutch rod & throw-out
LITB, the ALPHA PHI'S.
bearing. Must sell 822-4203
TORRENT
Sally & Cary-an Alpha Phi-Phi
Psi lavaliering congratsl The CAS. Arnpzilla 400 Watt Haven House Mancr openings
amplifier. Yamaha classical 2bdrmfum ,9&l2mo leases:
Sisters.
:
guitar with case. Call 352-5453 Call 352-9378.
';\
Royal Green Service Sorority after9p.m
Lg. rm. for I or 2 M Full access'
Info rate-Tuesday. Oct. 5 in
253 Memorial Hall 7:00 p.m. Kodak Ektasound M0 movie to house 3bks fromcamrj6s:<
Come and find out about the camera $155 FXTASOUND 245 Ph. 352-4312.
tun loving girls of Royal Green Projector $130. Both for $260.
Call Barry 352-3847.
Nice. Newty painted 2 bdr '
ACHOiaFORACHANCE
apt. $200-mo plus elec needed
Organizational meeting fa- PENTAX SPBOO Cam wl:2 to sublet 8 mo. Call 352-2869'
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Bevan's musical diversity charms crowd
Reviewby
Rebecca Sboup
To the more than 450
University students who
Shared the excitement of
Alex Bevan's musical
enrichment last Thursday
and Friday night, it may
mark the first or the very
last time they will be entertained by the wit and
down-home country croon
so characterized by the
artist
.The Cleveland folk
anger has been, for the
last six years, making a

»

name for himself in the
field playing at bars,
backing up concert
features, and spotlighting
grogshops
and coffeehouses much like the
University
Union
Activities Organization.
More than one person in
the crowd remarked of how
the "skinny boy from
Cleveland" had come of
age and was in the truest
sense of the word an artist
as imaginative and sensitive as any pumping out
albums.
NOW A sophisticated

performer, the free spirit
which seems to surround a
Bevan show is still readily
visible despite his success
on the coffeehouse circuit.
Relating to the audience
through joking facial
expressions, comic lyrics
and easy-going style,
Bevan can pull off the
musical harmonies of
"Meat and Potatoes Man"
teamed with a short story
of an earlier teenage ex-

pereicne, and warm the
audience.
His
approach
is
characteristic of several
artists, but a person would
find it hard to label him us
a carbon copy of just one
singer. He takes the moods
of Randy Newman into
consideration, in "Davey
the Fat Boy," and implements them in songs
geared to charm the
audience.

As witty as Paul Simon,
Bevan is able to bring his
personal experiences to
each individual in the
room, strictly a one-toone
overlap.
But probably the most
pleasurable aspect of
Bevan's show is the
diversity of his music; the
ability to leap into a
footstomper right after a
soft whispered song.

Yogi's demonstration
bocal Briefs a moving meditation'

McCarthy students
the Students for McCarthy will hold an organizational
iHieeting at 7:30 tonight in the River Room, Union. A
short film will be shown.

Senior tours
: The Placement Office, 360 Student Services Bldg.,
£ will be holding senior orientation tours of the office
j every day this week excluding Friday. Tours will be
held at 9:15 and 11:15a.m. and 1:15 and 4:15 p.m.
Also, the Placement Office will be holding seminars
today and tomorrow in the Student Courtroom, Student
Services Building.
Today's meeting topics are: graduate school in: formation at 10 am.; resume writing at 11 a.m.; in: terview techniques at 4 p.m.; and graduate school
| information at 5 p.m.
Tomorrow's meetings are: interview techniques at
11 a.m. and resume writing at 4 p.m.

Business women
The Women in Business Club will meet at 7:30
tonight in 103, Business Administration Bldg. Two
guest lecturers will dicuss assertiveness training.

ByJoeWollet
Editor

The body of an Indian
yoga master will twist and
flow into different spontaneous
positions
tomorrow night as he
demonstrates "hatha
yoga"-physical yoga-at
the University.
Yogi Amrit Desai,
somewhat a renegade in
his own country', is a
disciple of a' 'fully-realized
master,'' Swami Sri
Kripalvandadji Maharaj,
according to Barbara
Rothe, instructor in the
health and physical
education department.
The swami, known as
Kripalu for short, has
attained a high level of
consciousness and is
described as a fullyevolved person, Rothe
said. Kripalu yoga is an
approach to physical yoga,
she continued, and is
distiiiguised from other
types of yoga, such as yoga

for
meditation,
enlightenment or intellect ualism.

ROTHE SAID Desai, a
follower of Kripalu, was
sent to the United States 16
years ago to bring Kripalu
yoga to the West. Desai's
demonstration will be an
expression of his body's
feelings, Rothe said, and
he will draw energy for his
lecture from the members
of the audience.
She
described the demonstration as being "a
moving meditation."
Ancient masters would
let their bodies flow
spontaneously, she said,
and eventually, followers
wrote down the postures
and practiced them in an
attempt to reach the level
of the master Kripalu
followers are going back to
the
spontaneous
movement, according to
Rothe.
The body knows which
way to move, Rothe said.

without control of the
mind. Different parts of
the body move into different positions to be
relaxed or stimulated
Although yoga is often
identified with Hinduism,
Rothe said it is not a
religion, but discipline.
Religions are based on
belief systems, but "You
do not need a belief system
in yoga," Rothe said, "you
need discipline."
DESAI, who lives near
Philadelphia, presides
over two ashram, one for
men and one for women,
Rothe said. An ashram is
similar to a monastery,
where followers practice
the discipline.

Namaphoto by Oon lomcli

The "skinny little boy from Cleveland," Alex Bevan opened
this season of UAO Coffeehouses in the Carnation Room, Union
this weekend. Bevan, who played to packed houses Friday and
Saturday, will soon be releasing an album.

Bevan
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£lass of 1981 admissions open
ByRogerLowe

1

'Though classes started
less than two weeks ago,
the University is accepting
applications for admission
to the class of 1961, according to Dr. John W.
Martin, director of ad-

missions.

The University mailed
out approximately 6,500
application forms shortly
■ before Oct. 1, Martin said,
and his office has already
had some returned.

The big rush will start
sometime near the end of
the week, he said, with
nearly 400 applications.
arriving every day and
continuing for almost a
month.
THE UNIVERSITY will
mail out 25,000 to 30.000
applications for next year,
Martin said. Nearly 10,000
will be returned, he said.
Martin
said
the
university applications
cover both the main

campus as well as the
Firelands campus.
Martin said invdoes not
anticipate applications
closing until spring quarter
and the University will
keep admissions open as
long as they can.
"We want to give
consideration to late applicants who are superior
students, "he said.
last year, admission
closed for the College of

Business Administration in
March and the other
colleges closed in May,
Martin said.
Next year's freshman
class will number between
3,300 and 3,400, he said,
with the female-male ratio
near 64.
Ninety-three per cent of
the application come from
Ohio, he said. New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and Michigan account for
the most out-of-state
students.
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Job placement interviews scheduled
Sign up at 7:304:30 am
' tomorrow for business
, interviews and 4:30-5:30
pjn. Thursday for school
1
interviews in the Forum,
• Student Services Bldg. A
, data sheet must be turned
i n at the time of signup.
*. Requests for stani dardization in resumes and
i data sheets have prompted
the Career Planning and
Placement Services Office
' to require those signing up
i for interviews to complete
, a standard data sheet for
every interviewing
'organization.
,

BUSINESS

'Qtt.13
< Armour-Dial.
Citizen, ship required. Retail sales
rep:
B-business ad' ministration, marketing,
'sales.
OctH
" Armour-Dial. Same as
«previous listing.
, .pbbey-Owens-Ford.
Citizenship required.
'Accountant:
B' accounting;
purchasing
,trainee: B-business; sales
trainee: B-marketing;
'glasstechnologist: BorM, physics-, manufacturing
trainee: B-management;
v
chemist:
B-chemtstry
'(organic);
systems
. analyst programmer: Bcomputer science or info.
'systems.
SCM Corp.
(Glidden
Durkee).
Citizenship
-required Accountant: Bi40oounting; auditors: Baccounting; sales: B-

marketing;
marketing
trainees: B-marketing.
Oct.
18
M O'Neil Co. Citizenship required.
Mgmt.merchandising trainee: 14retailing, marketing, bus.
ad.
Price Waterhouse.
Citizenship required. Staff
accountant:
B or Maccounting.

Oettt
Ashland Chemical.
Citizenship required.
Accountants:
Baccounting;
industrial
sales trainees:
Bmarketing, sales, bus. ad.;
research and development: B-chemistry.
S. S. Kresge. Citizenship
or permanent visa. Dec.
and March grads only.
Management trainee: Bany major, must have
strong interest in retail
management as a career.
Lazarus.
Citizenship
required.
Merchandise
trainee: B or MBA-bus.
ad., retailing, home ec.
Touche Ross & Co.
' Accountant:
B or Mbusiness, accounting.
OctZO
Lazarus. Same as the
previous listing.
Ford Motor Co.
Citizenship required.
Auditors and accountants:
B or M-aecounting, bus.
ad; systems analyst &
oper. research analyst: B
or M-bus. ad., economics,
statistics, math, quantitative analysis, computer
science or info, systems.

Oct. 21

Ford Motor Co. Same as
the previous listing.
General Electric.
Cancelled.
Gimbels.
Executive
trainee:
B-retailing,
marketing, liberal arts,
economics, business.
Owens-Corning
Fiberglas. Citizenship or
permanent visa.
Sales
rep: B-any major. Dec.
grads only.
Oct. 22

Budd Co. Citizenship
required.
Management
trainee: B-prod. & oper.
mgmt., accounting,
finance.
Coopers & Lybrand.
Staff accountants: BorMaccounting.
SCHOOLS
Oct. 15

Berea City Schools,
Berea, Ohio. Citizenship
required.
Secondary:
Science-comprehensive

math,
businesscomprehensive; special
ed.:
ID (elementary
level)

Oct. 19
Milwaukee Public
Schools, Milwaukee, Wise.
Secondary: Math (30
needed); special ed:
speech & hearing (6
needed); reading (30
needed). All candidates
must be available immediately.

"SUPER SOUND" SYSTEMS
No party is complete without one.
For Info. CALL ROOKIE
352-2294

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
APPLICATION FOR STUDENT TEACHING
Spring Quarter, 1977
Students planning on student teaching, Spring, 1977, should attend one of the five
application meetings which will be held on October 6,1976, in the Grand Ballroom
Meetings are held on the hour, beginning at 1 pm The last meeting is at 5 pm.
Applications will be distributed placement procedures will be explained and
supervisors will be present to discuss stations with students.

NBA BASKETBALL
Cleveland Cavaliers vs. Detroit Pistons
Thursday, October 14, 8:30 p.m.
STUDENT
GENERAL
ADMISSION

BGSU Anderson Arena

$3.50
with validation cord

on talc now
Memorial Hall Tlck«t OH.
9-noon; 1-5 p.m.

*••••••••••••••••••••
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*
*
*
*
*
Presents its Annual WELCOME BACK STUDENTS" Special *
*
Get thru quarters at FITNESS WORLD
*
*
for the price of two!!!!
*
OPEN M-F 9:00-10:00 Co-ed
*
M-WF 9:00-12:00 Ladles ONLY
*
*
Sat. 10-4
Sun. 1-4
THURSDAY, OCT. 7™, 8 P.M.
*
Corner of 7th and High 352-3778 IrA\V_l_ILII
LWUI1VC
FACULTY LOUNGE

FITNESS WORLD HEALTH SPA

ARE INVITED TO KICK OFF
THE NEW YEAR AT

A SOCIAL MIXER

SPONSORED BY THE JEWISH
STUDENTS GROUP

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
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BG gridders beat the heat to top Broncos, 31-28
By Dick KM*
Associate Sports Editor
KALAMAZOO, Mich.-Beating Western Michigan was
the Falcon football team's main objective, but it was
forced Saturday to overcome another obstacle-heat.
Bowling Green accomplished both, surviving the 100degree heat on the Astroturf surface at WaldoStadium to
top the Broncos, 31-28, for its second Mid-American
Conference (MAC) win and third in four games.
"You could feel the heat coming off the ground and up
into your face," BG linebacker Jeff Smith said. "It was
unreal."

BUT THE FALCONS proved they were for real, getting
a host of outstanding offensive performances and some
help from some key Bronco miscues.
There was tailback Dave Preston, who settled his score
with Western by carving out 144 yards in 22 carries and
scoring a touchdown. He ran, as head coach Don Nehlen
put it, "like Dave Preston is supposed to run."
And there was fullback Steve Holovacs, who ripped off
a couple of almost identical touchdown bursts of 11 and 17
yards.
Sophomore Willie Matthews was another who shone,
returning punts 46 and 36 yards to set up two BG scores.
He also raced 28 yards on a wingback reverse to set up
another touchdown.

Save boos for o loss
ByBUIEstep
Sports Editor
When they get a taste of winning teams, the fans
become "addicted" to it and begin expecting
the team to win all the time. Sports fans have
notoriously short memories when winning and losing
enter the picture.
—The Coach, By Ralph J. Sabock
COLUMBUS-The boos thundered through Ohio
Stadium Saturday as the final seconds ticked off.
Ohio State H i, lid A 10. High Street was quiet. The bars
remained calm The Drake Union, a regualr post-game
gathering place of celebration,was empty.
The 87,000-plus, minus the UCLA squad, cheerleaders
and a handful of fans, filed out of the mammoth horseshoe
with nothing but distaste for their scarlet and gray
warriors.
"Why didn't Woody pass on that last drive?" fans asked
walking down the stadium exit ramps. "Woody's so
conservative it makes me sick."

Bengals defeat
Browns, 45-24

Sure, Woody's conservative. Sure, Woody hates the
press. Sure, Ohio State is a vulnerable football team for
the first time since 1971.
BUT CONSIDER this: The Bucks were coming off a
last-second 22-21 loss to Missouri. Starters Jimmy Moore
(tight end), Bruce Ruhl (defensive halfback) and Max
Midlam (defensive halfback) nursed injuries from the
sidelines.
Bruising fullback Pete "Bull" Johnson played on two
sprained ankles. Tailback Jeff Logan played with a bad
shoulder. And Rod Gerald had completed only two
collegiate passes coming in.
But what most of those who stepped on the journalistic
bandwagon missed, along with this football crazy town,
was who actually decided that OSU would run seven
straight running plays and punt from the UCLA 47 with
only 35 seconds left.
It was the Buckeye assistants, not Hayes. Woody was
quoted afterwards as saying, "I do listen to my coaches
and they were right. They said 'no'. Our kids didn't
deserve to lose."
Now, Buckeye fans go ahead and boo. But boo when
Ohio State loses, not when they tie the nation's secondranked team.

Alex Prosak's recovery of a Persell fumble at BG's 14yard line with 12 seconds left in the first half was a key
play.
Linebacker Cliff Carpenter, who was all over the field
making tackles until he left with an ankle injury in the
third quarter, also made an important fumble recovery in
the first half.
BG took a 14-0 first quarter lead, had a 21-14 edge at
intermission and led 31-14 heading into the final period
Western's two touchdowns in the fourth quarter made
things interesting, but BG had its chances.
Robin Yocum missed a 32-yard field goal late in the
third quarter and Jim Cause fumbled at Western's 11
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By Dave Smerdna
Sports Writer
The winning ways
continued for the Bowling
Green cross country team
Saturday when it defeated
host Ohio University (OU),
23-36.
The win raised the
Falcons' record to 4-0 and
gave them some insights
about themselves.
The team responded to
some sterner competition,
and was able to maintain
its pack running, to a
degree.
Bob Lunn, who has
emerged as the top BG
runner, won his third dual
meet race in as many
attempts.

LUNN COVERED the
10,000-meter course in
31:39.5. OlTs Randy Foster
was next, followed by the
Falcon pair of Gary
Desjardins (32:03) and
Pete Murtaugh (32:06).
BG continued to run in
sets of two. Dan Dunton
and Dan Cartledge crossed
the finish line seventh and
eighth, respectively.
Head coach Mel Brodt
had mixed feelings about
his team's performance.
He said he was encouraged
by the fact that only 54
seconds separated the first
and fifth Falcon finishers.
"But they still gotta get
much closer," he said.
But the Bobcats' course
was not well suited to pack
running. There were many
tight turns, steep hills, and
most importantly, skinny
areas where only one could
pass at a time.
Overall, Brodt's reactions were good.

Sports
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Falcon hooters lose in overtime
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon soccer team
dropped its third game of
the season Saturday, a 3-2
overtime verdict to the
Miami Redskins at Oxford
For a while, the game
seemed like it would be
scoreless, but the Redskins
tallied with just a minute
and 15 seconds left in the
game.
BOWLING GREEN
never gave up, however,
and scored with Just four
ticks on the clock to send
the game into overtime.
Marty Rolnick tied the
game with fourth goal of

the season on a long, hard
kick.
"The key to Rolnick's
tying goal was the pressure
of the strikers on the
goalie," BG coach Mickey
Cochrane said.
"We
finally created some
pressure and we scored.
For most of the game we
had no sustained offense.
We had a play here and
there but nothing steady."
The first of the two 10minute overtimes was
scoreless as Falcon goalie
Bob Alarcon, who made 15
saves, sparkled. But the
Redskins tallied two quick
goals at 2:22 and 3:01 in tlie
second overtime, the latter

Over the weekend...
The women's cross country team finished second in the
Golden Triangular meet at Eastern Michigan University.
The classic involved three states and coach Dave
Williams' team had its best performance of the young
season.
Read Terry Goodman's story in tomorrow's News.

early in the fourth quarter to snuff out Falcon drives.
"WE HAD A CHANCE to really get it done a couple of •
times, but we screwed up," Nehlen said.
,
But BG got a big break late in the game when, leading
31-21, punter Greg Kampe was roughed, permitting the
Falcons to retain possession when Western desperately*
neededascore.
}
Considering the temperature and the Falcons' injury
situation, the victory was an impressive one over a very'
physical and improved Western team.
Prosak and defensive end Bill Whidden weren't even,
supposed to play, but the extreme heat forced Nehlen to
use them, and most of his second-stringers, to spell his '
first unit.
"We hung in there long enough to get it done," Nehlen,
said.
Five more times will do it.

Harriers run past Bobcats, 23-36

■ The S*D Haws

By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor
d -KVKI .AMI >-"! t's like trying to plug a hole in a dike.
You close it one place and something else springs open.
I've used all my fingers and I have about one toe left."
Forrest Gregg couldn't have said it any better. For the
third straight weekend, the Cleveland Browns' defense
and specialty groups opened the flood gates.
This Sunday, Cincinnati rolled to a 45-24 victory over
the Browns before 75,817 fans in Municipal Stadium.
Last Sunday, Denver scored 44 points. Two weeks back,
defending world champion Pittsburgh ONLY got 31
tallies.
"I DON'T know what's wrong," Gregg said. "I've
never seen a team make so many mistakes."
Against Denver, the Browns permitted two punts to be
returned for touchdowns. Sunday, Bengal Willie Shelby
sailed 96 yards to paydirt on a kickoff.
Leaks in the Browns' effort crept in other places.
-as always, Issac Curtis scored on a touchdown bomb
from Ken Anderson. Sunday's covered 44 yards.
-4here was no Cleveland pass rush and Anderson
plucked into the Browns' secondary at will, hitting on 19 of
27 passes.
-EVEN though the Browns moved well offensively,
they were stopped twice inside the Bengal-K), and, kicker
Don Cockroft missed two easy chip shots.
-and, fumbles also set back the hosts. Steve Holden and
Greg Pruitt let the pigskin slip away without even being
hit.
The contest was billed to be a key battle between two
teams in the rugged Central Division of the American
Football Conference.
Cincinnati's victory kept it in a tie for first with the
Houston Oilers. Both teams are 3-1, Pittsburgh, which
played Minnesota last night and will travel to Cleveland
next Sunday, is 1-2.
The Browns are 1-3, losing three straight after their
opening win over the New York Jets.

AND EVEN THOUGH Western tailback Jerome
Persell raced for 186 yards and a school record four
touchdowns, BG's defense had its moments.

tally on a penalty kick.
THE FALCONS returned
the favor as Rolnick scored
on a penalty kick at 9:24.
But it was too little, too late
for BG, which has not won
a game since its opener.
"Miami played an excellent game," Cochrane
said.
"You can't take
anything away from them.
They picked up the loose
balls and had the
momentum the majority of
the game. Their defense
was excellent, everytime
we brought the ball up field
there were six men waiting
for us.

' We have just got to play
a lot better and turn things
around very quickly,"
Cochrane added. "We're
losing to good teams but
they're not the power of
our schedule. We have a
bad problem on our hands
with Akron and Cleveland
State in the next few
weeks.
"A team needs to play
cohesively and not with all
the inconsistency that
we're playing with,"
Cochrane said. "We're not
playing smart soccer.
"We will make some
changes."

"THEY ALL ran fairly
well" he said. "Lunn and
Murtaugh could be singled
out, particularly Murtaugh. He moved up from
eighth man last week to
seond. It's the best he's run
since he's been here.
"That type of course is
suited to him He's a

strong, heavier-footed
runner," Brodt said.
"We have three more,
weeks to find out what's,
happenir.g," he added
That's when the big'
meets start-the ones that'
count- the Mid-American t
Conference
championships, and the NCAA'
qualifier.
t

Golfers place 10th
BySueCaser
Sports Writer
The weather wasn't the only good thing experienced
last weekend
Bowling Green's women golfers recorded their best
effort of the season at the Purdue Women's Golf
InviUtional in West Lafayette, Ind But then again, so did
the majority of the 18 participating teams.
"We turned in our best team effort of this year," first-'
year BG coach Sally Hattig said. "We knocked 41 strokes,
off our total from last week's scores."
BG'S S76 garnered it a 10th place finish in the tourney.
Michigan State University, for the third straight week,
took top honors with an excellent two-day team total of ■
610. Purdue University was second with 635 and Indiana
University's 636 was good for third
Hattig said the course was easier than last week's,
hazardous 18-holes. It was fairly straight with few sandtraps. The easier course yielded such good all-around
scores.
"The competition scored very well," Hattig said. "BuL
what I am most pleased about is the improvement in our
girls. We turned in some good scores ourselves and I am
happy. I know we can continue to improve and this'
weekend's resulti ihow that."
For the Falcon women, junior Karen Parshall finished
10th with a 160. Seniors Carla Schneider and Peg Gibson
had respective rounds of 167 and 170. Freshman Laurie
Horner recorded her best personal score of the season
with a 194.

Intramural notes
Entries for coed football are due today in the
Intramural office, 201 Memorial Hall. Entry forms are
available from hall directors, fraternity and sorority
athletic chairpersons and at the IM office. Play will
begin Monday.
Entry forms are also available for fraternity ice hockey
ami for the all-canipus cross country and golf meets.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE OF BGSU
PRESENTS

Broadway: A Revue

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
APPLICATION FOR STUDENT TEACHING

A New York Cabaret style performance of two acts

Spring Quarter, B77

crammed with the best songs and dances of Broadway.

Students planning on student teaching, Spring. 1977,
should attend one of the five application meetings which
will be held on October 6,1976, in the Grand Ballroom
Meetings are held on the hour, beginning at 1 pm. The
last meeting is at 5 pm Applications will be distributed,
placement procedures will be explained and supervisors will be present to discuss stations with students.

Staged by the University Theatre

ONE PERFORMANCE EACH NIGHT-9:00 PM
Friday, Oct. 8 fiffi
Saturday, Oct. 9
Located at the
Holiday Inn Cabaret

GYROS RESTAURANT

HEAR SELECTIONS FROM:
-MUSIC MAN
-SWEET CHARITY
-HAIR
-PORGY & BESS
-GODSPELL
-WEST SIDE STORY
-THE FANTASTIKS

3 locations:
440 E Court St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Phone: J52-0834
569 N. Main St. •
Sylvania. Ohio
Phone: 882-6061
Southwyck Mall
Near lam&on's
Phone: 865-5470

OPEN 24 HOURS

ENJOY COCKTAILS
AND LIGHT
HORS'DOEUVRES
SERVED TABLESIDE
"RESERVATIONS

RECOMMENDED

BGSU Students * 1.50 Off
General Admission

home of the Cabaret'
352 52 1 1

